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CHAIRMAN’S NOTES
The Society is now ten years old – or ten and a half, as children like to remind us. The prehistory of the Society goes back as far as July 1970, when Cedric Lodge convened a
meeting at his house in Cottingham to discuss the preservation of Humber sailing craft.
That meeting ended inconclusively, but Cedric persisted and arranged a second meeting at
the Royal Navy and Royal Marines Club in Hull on 28 th November 1970. This was more
successful and the Society was born.
Looking back through the variety of arguments, problems and changes of plan which have
inevitably occurred over the ten years, one is conscious of three basic principles which were
part of Cedric’s vision at the outset, and which have guided us ever since. The first was that
the Society should concern itself not just, as in the case of earlier projects, with the betterknown Humber Keel, but with the equally significant Sloop as well; the second, that we
should go for iron or steel-hulled vessels rather than wooden ones and the third, that as
much of the work as possible should be done by voluntary labour. All three have certainly
had a crucial influence on what has been achieved. Quite apart from the intrinsic
importance of preserving and restoring AMY HOWSON, the broadening of the Society’s base
and the widening of its area of support through the joint operation of two different projects
have greatly contributed to its strength. The concentration of effort on the restoration and
operation of Keel and Sloop rigs rather than on the endlessly demanding maintenance of
wooden hulls has enabled us to make progress despite scanty resources. The continual
involvement as far as practicable of members themselves, rather than contractors, in the
restoration process has produced a very real sense of commitment and a determination to
see the projects succeed.
If all has gone according to plan, by the time these notes appear AMY HOWSON will have
joined COMRADE under sail. It is satisfying to think that these two major objectives have
been achieved in ten years, and our Anniversary Dinner will enable us to indulge in a little
quite justifiable self-congratulation. However, in the next ten-year period there will still be
plenty to do. COMRADE and AMY HOWSON have to be sailed, maintained and funded.
There is the exciting project, reported elsewhere in this issue, to restore a Humber Sailing
Trawler which the Society would certainly want to help, and occasional rumblings are heard
about a Humber Billy Boy. The 1980’s will not be dull.

MRS LESLEY DUNN
On 13th March we were deeply grieved to learn of the death, at the age of 37, of our
member Lesley Dunn.
Lesley was well known in and outside of Hull for her work, first as Keeper and then as
Senior Keeper, at the Ferens Art Gallery where she did much to increase public awareness
of art of every kind. She first became involved with the Humber Keel and Sloop Preservation
Society in 1973, when we were planning the ‘Inland Sailers’ Exhibition which was held at
the Gallery the following year. Whilst the subject matter was entirely new to her, she threw
herself heart and soul into the project with the result that visually the exhibition had an
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exceptional impact and was counted a great success. Subsequently, Lesley agreed to join
the Society’s Council on which she served for four years. She designed two exhibitions for
COMRADE’s hold, doing much of the mounting and display work herself, and was
responsible for the design of letterheads, leaflets, cards and other material which did much
to enhance the Society’s image. For several years, she was our Sales Officer, performing
the sometimes tedious functions of that office with great efficiency. As an active member of
the Publicity and Fund-Raising Sub-Committee, she was always ready to man a stall, collect
or sell jumble, make paperweights or collate booklets, and several people will still treasure
the beautifully dressed dolls which she produced as prizes in the annual raffle. But
throughout her association with us, she helped especially by the quality of her advice and
the sincere and constructive way in which she gave it, whether over the telephone or in a
meeting.
Lesley’s loss will be felt by many. Our deepest sympathy goes to her husband, Douglas, and
to her family.

ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
The AGM was held as arranged on 14th February, and the Accounts and Council’s Report
duly approved.
Three members of the Society’s Council retired on this occasion and did not seek reelection. Peter Whitfield, who had been our Treasurer for three years, had left the area to
take up a post in the Midlands and offered his resignation. We have been very fortunate to
enjoy the services of a professional accountant in this most crucial office: the Society’s
finances can appear remarkably complex to the uninitiated, and it has been reassuring to all
of us to know that Peter’s expertise was available to sort out any tangles which developed.
His caution and the timely warnings he delivered from time to time certainly helped to
ensure our financial stability during his period of office. The meeting expressed its
appreciation to Peter for his services to the Society, and we look forward to seeing him and
his family on Humberside from time to time.
The second resignation was that of Michael Ulyatt, who has served for six years as Press
and Publicity Officer and Editor of ‘The Slabline’. Whilst Michael felt he could no longer
spare the time to attend Council Meetings, which have a habit of prolonging themselves
until after closing time, we were very pleased and relieved that he was prepared to
continue with his press and publicity work, and as Editor. Jim Hardy, who has served for
two years on the Council, also resigned because of other commitments.
The formal part of the meeting was followed by a discussion which largely centred around
the WILLIAM McCANN project. Subsequently our friend Arthur Credland, Keeper at the
Town Docks Museum, gave us a fascinating illustrated lecture on ‘The Hull Whalers’.
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THE ‘WILLIAM McCANN’
Many members will have heard of the former Hull sailing trawler CITY OF EDINBORO, which
our member Dr Henry Irving discovered in the Faeroes, rescued and brought back to HULL
last year. Following a public meeting on 11th March a steering committee has been formed
with the object of constituting a Humber Sailing Trawler Society, with the object of
preserving the ship and perhaps other historic fishing vessels. Some of our own members
have assisted with the formation of the committee and we are delighted to see a sister
organisation on the Humber. We print below an account of the WILLIAM McCANN which
was prepared for the meeting in March:
HISTORY OF THE ‘WILLIAM McCANN’
The sailing trawler CITY OF EDINBORO was built in 1884 by William McCann in his shipyard
on Garrison Side, Hull. She was one of a fleet of ‘City’ smacks built for George Bowman and
Richard Simpson, smack owners and fish merchants of Lister Street and Coltman Street
respectively. This fleet was but one in the assemblage of large sailing trawlers which fished
out of Hull and Grimsby in the years following the discovery of the Silver Pits and Dogger
Bank, and the consequent rise of Humberside as the premier British fishing centre. These
smacks, as they were known, were larger versions of the kind of boat long associated with
the English fishery as it had migrated from Brixham up-Channel to Rye, Ramsgate, Barking
and Lowestoft. They represented the apogee of commercial sail fishing developments,
geared to the new economies of scale afforded by rapid rail communication.
But these same technological developments were to spell the doom of the sailing trawlers.
The development of the steam trawler in the 1890’s dealt a devastating blow to the big
smacks. In 1890 a fleet of 400 were registered at Hull, in 1900 there were none. The noble
smacks were sold away at knock-down prices to the fishermen of Iceland and Faroe, whose
economy was not sufficiently developed to warrant the investment in steam trawlers. They
continued to fish under sail throughout the first half of this century, trawling or long-lining
according to the nature of the grounds. Auxiliary motors began to creep in from the 1920’s;
by the late 1950’s, most of them had been converted into full motor trawlers with shortened
masts and sails to steady rather than drive; yet such was the stoutness and quality of these
craft that the Faroe fishermen never thought to abandon them for something new. It is only
since 1970 that they have been forsaken for modern motor fishing vessels as economies of
scale and the increased demand for crew comfort began to bite in.
The CITY OF EDINBORO was sold to Iceland in 1897, when it was renamed FRIDA and put
to fishing out of Havnefjord, near Reykjavik. In 1913 it was bought by a Faroe fishing
master, Nils Juels Mortensen of Trangisvaag on Suduroy, the southern island of the
Faeroes. His fleet of smacks fished prosperously, under a succession of famous skippers,
until the Second World War. FRIDA had an auxiliary engine installed in 1924 but pictures of
her taken in the 1930’s show her still fully rigged as a ketch, as she had always been.
In 1945 she was sold to Westmanna, at the western end of the Faeroes, where the new
owner, Ola Jakup Olson changed her name first to SOLVASKER and then, in 1957, to
SJOBORGIN. This name change coincided with the installation of her first big engine, a
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Hundersted, but she continued fully rigged until 1961. A year later, she was bought by Hans
Petur Hojgaard of Runavik, a distinguished skipper of large fishing boats since the 1930’s.
This was his first forage into ship owning and he successfully fished it as owner-skipper
until the summer of 1980. A heart attack and a depressed fishing economy were sadly
instrumental in his decision to part with his beloved vessel, but he is happy that she has
returned to Hull, whence she came.
The ‘homecoming’ was conceived in the autumn of 1978, when Henry Irving, who had long
toyed with the idea, finally bestirred himself to search the Faeroes. He discovered only two
Hull-built trawlers left afloat, one of which was beyond repair and the other, surprisingly,
was still fishing profitably. After long pleading with the owner, Mr Hojgaard, he finally
extracted a rather indefinite promise that when the vessel finally finished fishing he could
have the first refusal. A winter visit in February 1980 lent more immediacy to the scheme,
for the fishing economy had taken a downturn. A price was negotiated and a timescale of
‘one or two years’ was placed upon the transaction. Mr Hojgaard’s heart attack in the
summer of 1980 accelerated the process dramatically, resulting in a hastily-mustered crew
departing from Thurso on the last ferry of the year, in late September. Despite severe
weather conditions, the SJOBORIN came home sweetly, stopping only briefly for
refreshment in Peterhead and Hartlepool, to sail up the Humber for the first time in 83
years.
She has been re-named WILLIAM McCANN, in honour of her builder, and now lies, courtesy
of Hull City Council, in Humber Dock which is currently being reclaimed to serve as a yacht
harbour. The money and labour necessary to restore the ship back to its sailing order are
clearly beyond the resources of the owner. It is, however, the opinion of many interested
people that such a unique and historic vessel could command the enthusiasm of a
sufficiently large group of people to merit the formation of a society, the principal aim of
which would be to assist in the restoration project, in both a financial and organisational
sense.
HUMBER BRIDGE OPENING
HM The Queen and HRH Prince Philip will formally open the Humber Bridge between 10.30
a.m. and 11.15 a.m. on Friday, 17th July. As part of the festivities a Humber Bridge
Celebration Cruise has been planned. Vessels will assemble upstream of the bridge on the
morning of the opening, and when the ceremony takes place will sail down under the
bridge towards Hull. We intend both COMRADE and AMY HOWSON to be among them.
A very wide variety of craft are expected to take part in the cruise, and invitations have
been sent to all sailing and motor boat clubs, both on the coast and as far inland as Ripon.
The Docks Board has agreed to provide moorings in Albert Dock from the evening of
Thursday, 16th July to high water on Monday, 20th July at a modest charge. We have agreed
that COMRADE and/or AMY HOWSON may be used for a social gathering, following the
cruise, on the evening of Friday, 17th July, in Albert Dock. Arrangements for the cruise are
being co-ordinated by the City Public Relations Officer, Mr Donald Chester, at the Guildhall,
Hull.
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This issue’s cover shows the Humber Bridge (photograph by courtesy of the Hull Daily Mail).
Hopefully, the long awaited opening will further join together our Society’s North and South
Bank members (no more being stuck on a sandbank in mid-Humber!) and make each
other’s social and business meetings that little bit easier.

Peter Dodds and his Thames Spritsail Barge the MIROSA visited Hull for a week in early
May. Launched in 1892 as the READY, the barge is now sponsored by Blue Circle Cement.

TENTH ANNIVERSARY DINNER
Friday, 19th June – 7.30 p.m. for 8.00 p.m.
Tickets: £6.50 per head from C C Lodge
We have exclusive use of the restaurant on board the PS LINCOLN CASTLE, moored on
Hessle Foreshore close to the Humber Bridge. Ample parking. Follow signs to Humber
Bridge Viewing Area.
Guest of Honour: Frank G G Carr, CB CBE, Chairman of the World Ship Trust.

MARITIME ENGLAND 1982
The English Tourist Board’s major promotion for 1982 is centred around the theme
‘Maritime England’, and many towns, both on the coast and inland, are preparing plans for
events with a maritime flavour. Bridlington has invited us to send one of our vessels for a
return visit in August 1982, and Scarborough has also been suggested as a possible venue.
Earlier in the year a gathering of traditional craft in Hull has been mooted in association
with the opening of the Humber Dock Marina. Clearly a good deal of planning ahead will be
needed.

NEW EXHIBITIONS
Two new exhibitions are being mounted this year on the Society’s vessels.
AMY HOWSON will carry an exhibition entitled ‘Historic Ships’, and illustrating the many
preservation projects under way in Britain. Prominently featured will be the SS GREAT
BRITAIN at Bristol, the frigate HMS UNICORN at Dundee, the fine international collection at
the Exeter Maritime Museum, the launches at the Windermere Steam Boat Museum and the
impressive range of projects around the country supported by the Maritime Trust. The
various societies concerned have been most generous in supplying material, as have our
friends in the Norfolk Wherry Trust and the Thames Barge Sailing Club.
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COMRADE will carry, for the Leeds visit only, a special exhibition featuring traditional
maritime knitting. It will be centred around the Guernsey or gansey, once almost universal
among fishermen but also warn invariably by keelmen. Many of the elaborate traditional
patterns will be on show, characteristic of various Yorkshire and East Coast villages, but
also two from the Hebridean island of Eriskay and several original keelmen’s ganseys. There
will also be a display of Shetland shawls. On sale will be original guernseys made and hand
finished in the island of Guernsey, and also some fine traditional sweaters from the Faroe
Islands. Knitters will be able to buy original 5-ply guernsey worsted, and a range of patterns
including an authentic keelman’s guernsey pattern, published by the Society.
Yet another exhibition, featuring Humber Keels and Sloops, is to be mounted by the Society
in the foyer of Leeds City Museum prior to the National Rally of Boats.
Offers of help with mounting the exhibitions, on both sides on the Humber, and with
manning the ships while at Leeds would be very gratefully received by John Hainsworth and
Rodney Clapson.

HAVE YOU A GANSEY IN YOUR BOTTOM DRAWER?
An unusual exhibition will be held this summer on board the square-rigged Humber Keel
COMRADE. It will feature the traditional guernsey or gansey, once warn by sailors and
fishermen all-round the English and Scottish coasts, as well as on the Yorkshire waterways.
The organisers of the Exhibition, the Humber Keel and Sloop Preservation Society who own
the COMRADE, are hoping that many people may have ganseys, old or new, which they
would be prepared to loan. Ganseys were traditionally knitted of dark blue worsted on four
needles. Whilst the lower part was often plain, the upper part was frequently knitted in a
wide variety of patterns, sometimes characteristic of a particular area or village. The motifs
used included cables, diamonds, ladders, zigzags, marriage lines and many others, often
handed down from mother to daughter by word of mouth.
The Society expects to find ganseys in two main areas. The first includes the fishing towns
and villages on the East Coast where many are still worn. Staithes, Whitby and
Flamborough are well known, but every other port and village from Norfolk to
Northumberland had its traditional design. On the coast the art of gansey knitting is still
very much alive, and it is hoped to be able to exhibit newly knitted garments as well as
older ones. The other main area, surprisingly, is inland around such places as Doncaster,
Thorne and Goole where lived the keelmen who once sailed their square-rigged vessels on
the inland waterways. These inland ganseys had their own patterns including a star design
unrecorded elsewhere, and whilst they are no longer knitted there may be a few, however
threadbare, which have survived.
Anyone with a gansey to lend is asked to contact John Hainsworth at Amen Cottage,
Ellerker, Brough, North Humberside (telephone North Cave 3147). The Exhibition will be on
view at the National Rally of Boats in Leeds between 11th and 16th August.
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RIVER, CANAL AND RAILWAY AT GOOLE
Goole, as well as being my nearest port, and therefore the most convenient for me to visit,
is also my favourite port aesthetically out of all the ones I know in this country. The jumble
of houses, docks, canals and railways, easily viewed from several roads and surprisingly
accessible to the walker, has appealed to me since I first visited Goole, while as a
photographer I find the town very attractive, with the intricate network of docks and
waterways dominated by cranes and coal-hoists as well as a tall church spire, and with the
whole town of such sea-faring appearance, set miles inland in flat marshland scenery, on
the banks of a tidal river far from the sea. I have found it interesting to study the history of
Goole, and to find out how the town came to be as it is.
Unlike some other ports on the Humber and its associated rivers, such as Hull and Selby,
Goole is a relatively modern town, being a creation of the Canal Age of the early 19th
Century.
The Dutch River – the new course of the River Don, which flows into the Ouse immediately
to the south of Goole – was made in the 17th Century, and in the 18th Century
improvements were made to the Calder and Aire rivers, easing the transport of goods from
the growing industrial areas of the West Riding. Goole itself, however, remained a tiny
village on the bank of the Ouse until the Aire and Calder Navigation Company, not content
with the improved rivers – even after the cutting of the Selby Canal in 1778, which bypassed the troublesome tidal lower reach of the Aire – built a new broad canal, the
Knottingley and Goole, and created a new port where it reached the Ouse. The River Ouse
had been in use for centuries as a major trade route up to Selby, York and even beyond, up
to the lower reaches of the Ure and Swale.
The Knottingley and Goole Canal was surveyed in 1819 and opened in 1826; at the same
time, the harbour basin at Goole was opened, just inside the lock giving access to the Ouse,
as well as the first two wet docks – these docks were supplied with water from the canal, as
are all the Goole docks today.
The town of Goole expanded rapidly after 1826, being very much a creation of the Aire and
Calder Navigation Company; Aire Street, although now decaying, survives as an example of
the original housing.
Goole was soon commissioned as a foreign trade port independent of Hull (though not
without strong opposition from Hull), and foreign trade commenced in 1828; pilotage from
Hull up to Goole was insisted on for foreign vessels.
Brigs, schooners, sloops, billyboys and ketches soon began to be registered at Goole.
Coastal trade was at first more important than foreign trade, which after the initial boom
stagnated during the period from 1835 to 1850, in spite of the opening of a third dock (the
‘Steamship Dock’) in 1838; on reason for this was probably the difficulty which large sailing
ships – such as were used on foreign trade – found in navigating the Ouse with its strong
tides and many bends.
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A new chapter in the history of Goole began with the coming of the railways. The first
railway threat to Goole’s trade was the Leeds and Selby Railway, opened in 1834; this led to
coal being exported by water direct from Selby, but this traffic largely ceased when the
railway was extended to Hull in 1840.
The Aire and Calder Navigation Company was very anxious not to encourage a railway to
Goole which would compete harmfully with the canal, but it was equally anxious not to
frighten off railways altogether, in case the town’s trade was irreparably damaged, for
example by a new railway port being built elsewhere on the Ouse; a new port was indeed
proposed at Trent Falls, but fortunately for Goole nothing came of the scheme.
The first railway to Goole was the Lancashire and Yorkshire line from Pontefract, opened in
1848; a station was built in Aire Street, and a fourth dock (the ‘Railway Dock’) adjacent to
it. Goole was Lancashire and Yorkshire Railway’s eastern sea outlet, and a valuable asset
against its trans-Pennine rival the Manchester, Sheffield and Lincolnshire Railway (later the
Great Central), which had docks at Grimsby.
Friction between railway and canal companies at Goole was perhaps inevitable, but it was
resolved without the Aire and Calder Navigation being sold to the railway, as was at one
point suggested. Some competition between railway and canal was bound to happen, as
the Lancashire and Yorkshire line ran parallel to the Knottingley and Goole Canal, and to a
certain extent tapped the same sources of traffic. The second railway to Goole, the North
Eastern’s line linking Doncaster and Hull, was opened in 1869, with a new station in
Boothferry Road; the original station in Aire Street was closed, and the North Eastern
station is the one still in use today.
To return to the river, sailing vessels dominated Goole’s trading during the first few
decades. Regular steamer services to foreign ports made a halting start in 1864, and in
1865 the Goole Steam Shipping Company was formed, the Aire and Calder Navigation
Company having a large share in it. The first foreign ports regularly served from Goole were
Rotterdam, Antwerp, Ghent and Dunkirk. Other steamship companies were formed, though
less important than the Goole Steam Shipping Co. Another dock, the ‘Adlam Dock’, was
opened at the north-west end of the existing layout.
The other developments were, on the river, the growth of the Goole and Hull Steam Towing
Company’s fleet of tugs for towing sailing ships up and down the Ouse, and on the canal,
the introduction of a compartment boat system, i.e. trains of coal-tubs towed by a tug.
Special hoists were built at Goole which could lift a whole tub of coal to empty its contents
into a waiting ship. The compartment boat system, which has remained a distinctive feature
of operations at Goole, began in 1868.
The fortunes of Goole improved following alterations to the river channel in the late 19 th
Century. During the period 1866-1874, the Ouse below Goole was deepened, and a jetty
was opened at Blacktoft in 1876, enabling ships bound to or from Goole to break their
journey and await a more favourable tide. The Ouse (Lower) Improvement Act of 1884
authorised the construction of training walls; when these were completed, the effect was to
make the tide scour the river more deeply, so that larger ships could navigate to Goole. By
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the 1890’s, ships of 2,000 tons regularly went to Goole on the bigger tides. Also, Swinefleet
bend was re-cut on an easier alignment, and a new entrance lock was built at Goole. Baron
F Duckham in his book ‘The Yorkshire Ouse’ – to which I am indebted for much of the
information in this article – states that at this period up to 40 vessels would be making their
way to and from Goole on each tide; in fine weather hundreds of people from Goole and
the waterside villages would line the river banks to watch the procession of shipping. I am
pleased to learn that my own fascination with the Ouse and its shipping during the 1970’s
had its counterpart in times past!
A scheme for a projected Humber railway bridge near Hull, which would have been highly
detrimental to Goole’s trade, was abandoned.
Brigs, once a common type of vessel on the Ouse, disappeared during the 1890’s, but
smaller sailing vessels continued to be built into the 20 th Century at Goole and Howden
Dyke. The last sizeable sailing ships to go regularly to Goole were foreign barques in the
decade 1900-1910; they were always towed up and down the river by at least two tugs.
Inconvenient to manoeuvre through the locks at Goole, and awkward to unload, they must
nevertheless have made a picturesque sight; I especially like a photograph in Baron
Duckham’s book, taken in about 1909, showing the barque TEUTONIA being towed
downstream from Goole by three steam tugs.
The Lancashire and Yorkshire Railway purchased the Goole Steam Shipping Company in
1904; the railway company took over 18 ships, and with them traded to Rotterdam,
Antwerp Ghent, Dunkirk, Bruges, Hamburg, Delfzijl, Amsterdam and Copenhagen. Trade
increased greatly, and the Lancashire and Yorkshire competed successfully with the Great
Central at Grimsby and the North Eastern Railway at Hull. During the period 1906-1914, 12
new ships were built, while 7 were sold or scrapped. A few smaller shipping companies
continued to operate out of Goole up to the First World War.
More coaling appliances were built at Goole docks during this period, and extra trade,
particularly in coal, was brought to Goole by the opening of the South Yorkshire Joint
Railway in 1909 (giving access to large new collieries south of Doncaster) and the New
Junction Canal in 1905 (linking the South Yorkshire Navigation with the Knottingley and
Goole Canal). Nearly half of the coal sent down the Ouse from Goole arrived in the docks
via the compartment boats. 40% of coal shipments went abroad. Although coal was the
predominant traffic at Goole in terms of bulk, textile products formed the most valuable
traffic. The total value of all Goole’s foreign trade in 1912 was just over £20 million.
Two more docks were built before the First World War: the ‘South Dock’ in 1910, actually
on the Knottingley and Goole Canal, and the largest and last dock, the ‘West Dock’, in
1912.The older docks inside the entrance locks were widened to ease the passage of larger
ships, and during the First World War vessels of up to 4,000 tons reached Goole.
Goole’s trade suffered during the First World War and during the slump of the 1930’s, but
there were compensatory booms, and the lower Ouse did well out of the inter-war coal
trade; most coal at this time came to Goole by rail, but the compartment boats still ran.
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Further training walls were built between the wars, and a major improvement was carried
out at Trent Falls. At Goole itself, the Ocean Lock was built, with a new pier immediately to
the south of it, the Dutch River being diverted slightly.
It was impossible to say when the last sailing ship ran to Goole. One or two sailing barges
survived the Second World War, and in 1941 an interned German grain barque arrived at
Goole; at 2,000 tons this was the largest windjammer the port had ever received. Motor
ships, especially Dutch coasters, became more common from the 1920’s onward, but most
British ships at this time were steam-powered. In 1935 the Goole Steam Shipping Company
was merged with other firms in the Associated Humber Lines, and after that, the
Continental trade from Goole lessened. The pilotage service to Goole increased during the
1930’s, but steam towing on the Ouse came to an end with the decline of sail and the
development of the diesel-powered barge.
Goole suffered badly in the Second World War, but recovered afterwards. The port was
nationalised in 1947, finally passing out of the hands of the Aire and Calder Navigation
Company, who created it.
Today, Goole remains a busy port. The coal trade has never recovered its former
importance, but it still exists, and coal continues to be taken to Goole both by rail and via
the compartment boats. There are usually wagons to be seen in the railway sidings, and
sometimes I have watched them being shunted across the A161 road to the coal hoist and
a waiting ship; while I have also seen compartment boats, both loaded and empty, near the
hoist in the South Dock.
Turning to other traffic, the Goole Steam Shipping Company has long since gone, but the
port is regularly used by other shipping lines – Goole-Finland Line, Berg Line, Wilson Line,
Ugland Auto Liners and Effluent Services Ltd, whose black-hulled Goole registered sludgecarriers operate out of the South Dock.
The South and West Docks, the last two to be built, are perhaps the busiest; paradoxically,
they are the furthest from the river, and the most difficult to reach, as access to them both
is via a swing bridge across the A161. Frequently I have seen both these bridges opened to
allow ships in and out, and have sometimes, in my capacity as a motorist rather than a
ship-watcher had a lengthy wait myself! One afternoon at Goole I saw all four swing
bridges opened – not only the ones giving access to the South and West Docks, but also
the one allowing ships from the Ouse and Victoria locks (less used than the newer Ocean
Lock) into the main dock network, and the one over the Dutch River, which has to be
opened for coasters going to and from the small wharf on the south bank.
The A161 is my usual means of approach to Goole, although twice I went by a much more
historically significant way, by steamship from Hull! – these were on charters with the
LINCOLN CASTLE during 1976. The A161 crossed the railway sidings and interrupted by
three swing bridges, and with ships usually berthed to both left and right, gives a very good
impression of the juxtaposition of town and docks at Goole, and of the inter-relation of
river, canal and railway.
PAUL SLATER
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THIS AND THAT
The PS WAVERLEY was in Hull in early May and made several trips from Corporation Pier to
Goole, Spurn Head and Scarborough.
Much interest was aroused and many fare-paying passengers were carried.

North Country Breweries’ calendar for 1981 show the 1874 Humber Keel Regatta painting
(also shown facing page 11 in Michael E Ulyatt’s FLYING SAIL and page 63 in HUMBER
SHIPPING). The design was promoting the Breweries’ Anchor Ale.

The January 3rd issue of the Yorkshire Post colour magazine had a front page photograph of
the former Humber Keel JOHN AND WILLIAM plus four large photographs of our members
Fiona and Eric Hutchinson and a description of the purchase, restoration and eventual
commercial sailing as a brigantine in the Moray Firth, Scotland.

A series of six films entitled ‘Under Sail’ was shown on BBC2 TV earlier this year, the
subjects being sailing vessels that have survived. They included a Falmouth working boat,
the MORNING STAR, skippered by Frank Cock, and still fishing the oyster banks of the River
Fal; the PASCUAL FLORES, a Spanish trading schooner, built in the 1920’s and restored for
BBC TV’s ‘Onedin Line’; Thames Sailing Barges (of course!); the SEA CLOUD, a squarerigger built in the 1930’s as a wedding present for heiress Marjorie Hutton, now in the
charter business at £35,000 per week!; Norfolk Brown Boats and Wherries, particularly the
ALBION.

The 1981 IWA Rally is this year combined with the Waterside Arts Festival and will be held
in Leeds, the Festival 10th – 16th August and the Rally 15th and 16th August.
Both COMRADE and AMY HOWSON will be on show.

On Sunday, July 19th the South Bank branch will be holding an Open Day on AMY HOWSON
at South Ferriby, when it is hoped BBC TV personality Richard Baker will be signing
autographs.

This summer COMRADE will be filmed under sail on several trips for a half-hour
documentary scheduled for showing on BBC TV during the winter.

SLABLINE
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AT SEA WITH THE A.A.L.
In the early 1970’s I went on three study-tours with the Association of Assistant Librarians
(AAL). The purpose of these tours was to view foreign libraries, but they were designed so
as to allow the participants plenty of free time for sightseeing and the normal business of
tourism, and the trips could be enjoyed purely as holidays. This was especially the case with
participants such as myself who went at their own expense as, unlike those who were being
paid for by their employers, we felt no obligation to treat these tours as working trips!
I found it possible to indulge my interest in ships on all three AAL holidays, but the first
one, to Scandinavia in August/September 1970, was particularly attractive for a shipping
enthusiast, and was in fact one of the most enjoyable holidays I have ever spent. It also
contributed something to my subsequent enjoyment of ship watching on the Humber.
The tour covered parts of three countries – Norway, Sweden and Denmark – and the first
port of call was Stavanger in southern Norway, where we stayed for two nights. The party
assembled at Newcastle, most of us arriving on the London train, which I caught at
Doncaster. We boarded the Bergen Line ferry VENUS at Tyne Commission Quay, just
outside North Shields; departure was at four o’clock, and my first photograph of the holiday
was of the tug APPLESIDER towing our ship out into the Tyne.
It was a warm, hazy afternoon, and soon after departure the cliffs and massive breakwaters
at Tynemouth had disappeared from view astern. The VENUS gave me the impression of
being a fast ship, and on the crossing to Stavanger I think it must have been going at its
official top speed of 22 knots. One member of the party complained of seasickness, but the
rest of us assured him that the North Sea was very calm that day, and that his trouble was
caused by too much alcoholic drink and not by inclement weather!
While in Stavanger we visited the Lysefjord in the tourist cruiser CLIPPER; in places the
sides of the fjord are vertical, and the CLIPPER could pass at full speed within feet of the
towering cliffs, a slightly alarming experience! I also found time to explore Stavanger
harbour with its cargo ships, coastal steamers and hydrofoils.
On the afternoon of the third day we left Stavanger for Haugesund, the next town on our
itinerary, travelling on the coastal vessel TRE MAAKER. At first our route lay across open
water, where our ship rolled noticeably, but the final stages of the journey to Haugesund
were through a sheltered sound; most of us stayed up on deck, admiring the dramatic
coastal scenery as the daylight faded and the lamps of shore installations and passing boats
began to shine.
Haugesund next day was wet, and the whole town smelled of fish; but we were given an
exceptionally warm welcome there, and I still remember the town and its fine modern
library with affection. After a splendid meal, which I can only describe as a civic banquet,
we were due to board the coastal hydrofoil for Bergen. However, after a day of wind and
rain the sea was too rough for the hydrofoil to operate over the exposed water north of
Haugesund, and we were taken by bus to a point where the boat could load up in a
sheltered bay and travel to Bergen through island channels.
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Although I can appreciate that a hydrofoil is a fast and efficient means of transport in
coastal waters, I cannot say that I much enjoyed my ride on the one from Haugesund; the
vessel was too noisy and enclosed, the view from the windows was obscured by flying
spray, and whenever the boat met a wave it bounced unpleasantly. Several of us decided to
ride on the open top deck of the vessel, and from there we had a good view of a stormy
sunset over the fjords and islands as we approached Bergen. The wind caused by the boat’s
40 mph progress was very considerable on the open deck, and was probably the origin of a
cold which troubled me for the next week!
For the rest of the holiday we did not make so much use of sea transport. We travelled by
train from Bergen to Oslo, and then on to Gothenburg and Malmo in Sweden; we also made
two rail excursions to the Swedish towns of Jonkoping and Halsingborg, and while in Oslo
used buses, trams and the underground. At the end of the tour we flew back to London
from Copenhagen, my first ride in a jet aircraft.
Nevertheless, there was still much to interest a shipping enthusiast. At Oslo a handsome sail
training ship, the CHRISTIAN RADICH, was moored in the city centre, and from a nearby
quay a number of us went by boat one afternoon to visit a museum complex which included
among its exhibits two Viking longships as well as Nansen’s polar exploration vessel FRAM.
During the journey from Oslo to Gothenburg, at a point where the railway ran close beside
the sea, I had a good view of an old whale factory ship laid up on the shore, the only time I
have ever seen a vessel of this type. At Halsingborg, from the castle walls on the hill above
the town, three of us watched the car ferries and train ferries crossing the narrow sound to
Helsingor (Elsinor) in Denmark; the whole group travelled by Swedish ferry from Malmo to
Copenhagen, and at Copenhagen we stayed one night in an old Canadian river steamer
converted into a hotel.
I was very impressed with what I had seen of the Scandinavian countries during the tour,
especially Sweden, which I thought seemed a very prosperous and progressive country; the
main problem we fond was the high price of eating out, coupled with the almost total
absence of cafes and restaurants in some of the Norwegian towns we visited, which meant
that we often had to go hungry during our holiday!
It was during the year following the Scandinavian tour that I became particularly interested
in the Humber and its ships, and the numerous vessels from Norway, Sweden and Denmark
reminded me with pleasure of my holiday, especially when I saw one registered at any of
the towns we had visited.
In some ways the aftermath of the Scandinavian tour was a disappointment; I never
returned to Sweden for a holiday, as I had hoped, and my expectations of a lasting
relationship with a girl whom I had met and courted during the tour were not realised.
However, I have since then – although in different circumstances – paid several enjoyable
visits to Norway and Denmark, and I enjoyed fun and friendship with other AAL members
on two further study-tours before deciding that I did not wish to go on any more holidays of
this type.
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In October 1972 a group of us crossed the Atlantic for a three-week study-tour of libraries
in the United States; in some ways it was an unpleasant experience – for practical reasons
we confined our tour mostly to the heavily urbanised north-eastern seaboard, much of
which is ugly and depressing – but as my first visit to America it was bound to be
interesting, and some moments from it are delightful to remember: seeing the riot of
brilliant autumn colours in the forests of Vermont and New Hampshire, admiring the
panorama of New York from atop the Empire State Building on a sparkling clear October
day, and enjoying a party with some friendly college students in Williamsburg, Virginia.
There was hardly any sea travel involved on this tour; we flew from Heathrow to Boston
and used Greyhound buses on nearly all our journeys in the USA before catching a plane
back from New York. We sampled some varied public transport in the cities where we
stayed: trams and underground trains at Boston, buses in Washington, and the notorious
New York subway.
One short sea trip which two friends and I made while in New York was a return journey on
one of the big ferries which link Manhattan with Staten Island; for a fare of only a few cents
we had an enjoyable ride across New York harbour, with a splendid view of the city’s
skyscrapers and the Statue of Liberty. On the outward journey the ferry was crowded with
home-going commuters, but on the return trip we had the ferry almost to ourselves; the
weather while we were in New York was surprisingly cold for October, and I can remember
that the ride back to Manhattan was distinctly wintry! I was standing on the open deck at
the front of the ferry to get a better view; I admired the sunset and the passing shipping as
well as the New York skyline. I pointed out to one of my friends the cluster of freighters
waiting near the Verrazane Narrows bridge, and said that it reminded me of the ships off
Spurn Head which one can see from Cleethorpes; my friends replied that New Yorkers
within earshot would perhaps not appreciate hearing their great city likened to Cleethorpes!
On another day during our stay in New York I went on a circular boat trip around
Manhattan. This gave me a very good view of the New York waterfront and its miles of
wharves; New York is the world’s biggest port if it is measured by the extent of the
waterfront, but most of the Manhattan wharves are now disused, and New York shipping
now mostly uses Brooklyn and other parts of the city. During the boat trip I saw a
preserved wartime ‘Liberty’ ship and a large modern container ship from Venezuela as well
as two cruise liners at the Hudson River Wharves in Manhattan. Of particular interest to me
was the South Street seaport museum, in the part of lower Manhattan near Wall Street, and
the following day I rode down the subway to spend a whole morning at the museum.
Exhibits included the Liverpool clipper WAVERTREE, an iron-built American four-master, a
Canadian tug and a Hudson River passenger steamer. Old photographs illustrated the
history of the port of New York; the seaport museum is on the site of what was once a busy
harbour area, and it was interesting to see the pictures of sailing ships and early steamers
at the place I now was. The background to the old photos was unrecognisable compared
with the present-day scene, except for Brooklyn Bridge, a massive suspension bridge with
stone towers and a web of steel cables spanning the East River just above the museum; it
was built in the 1880’s, one of the first such bridges in the world, and is old enough to
appear in many of the photos at the museum.
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One other historic ship, which I visited during this AAL tour, was the USS CONSTITUTION, a
handsome warship, veteran of several battles against the British navy during the AngloAmerican was of 1812-1814, now preserved in a naval dockyard at Boston.
My third and final trip abroad with the AAL was to Holland in June 1973. There was no sea
travel involved; we flew from Southend to Rotterdam, and during our week in Holland did
nearly all our travelling by train, using the Netherlands Railway’s equivalent of rail-rover
tickets. We did take a nocturnal trip on the Amsterdam canals, and there was plenty of
barge traffic to see on the Dutch waterways, while I managed to spend two afternoons at
the Hook of Holland, a splendid vantage point for watching the endless procession of ships
in and out of Rotterdam.
The first day I went to the Hook of Holland was cool and overcast, and after a short time I
returned two stops down the line to Masssluis, where I found not only a look-out point on
the shore thoughtfully provided for people like me who wanted to watch ships, but also an
old steamship preserved in a canal in the town. The second day was hot and sunny, and I
stayed on the train to the end of the line; from the Beach station at Hook of Holland I
walked down to the point of land dividing the mouth of the Rhine from the North Sea, and
stayed there for the whole afternoon.
In some ways the North Sea coast of Holland reminded me of the east coast of England:
the wide sandy beaches backed by dunes and low-lying land, the amusement stalls and
junk-food kiosks, and the swimmers and sunbathers who seemed to melt away at the end
of the afternoon when a chilly wind sprang up off the sea (I have observed exactly the
same thing on more than one occasion at Mablethorpe!) At Hook of Holland there was the
added interest of the shipping; during my second afternoon there, three very large British
container ships came down river from Rotterdam, as well as many smaller vessels, and
finally, as I walked back over the now-deserted sand to the Beach station to catch the train
back to Rotterdam, a big Swedish freighter came slowly past. A young couple stood not far
from me to watch the ship go by, and I took a photograph; the picture came out well, the
lad and girl on the empty beach making a pleasant composition with the ship beyond, and it
has extra appeal for me in that it not only seems to capture the mood of that moment very
well but was also the last photo I ever took on an AAL holiday.
I am still a member of the Association of Assistant Librarians, but I have had little active
involvement with them since 1973, and the trip to Holland was the last time I went on one
of their study-tours. However, I have subsequently been to some of the same places on
other holidays, and there was a good deal of shipping interest in these trips, I hope to make
them the subject of a future article.
PAUL SLATER

SAILING FEES
Charges for both ships have now been agreed by the Council. Rates per day are £2.50 for
members, £4.25 for non-members and £45.00 for a charter for up to 12 persons.
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Keel COMRADE
Sailing Programme for Summer 1981
The following dates have been agreed. There are some new complications this year caused
by the opening of the new bridge carrying the South Orbital Road across the River Hull.
13th – 14th June

Sailing weekend

17th July (Friday)

Opening of the Humber Bridge

18th July (Saturday)

Sailing

19th July (Sunday)

Open Day at Ferriby Sluice

8th – 9th August

Passage to Goole and Leeds for the National IWA Rally

15th – 16th August

National IWA Rally at Leeds

28th – 30th August

Sailing weekend (Goole to Hull)

12th – 13th September

Sailing weekend

In addition to the trips under sail, passengers will be very welcome to join us on the trips
(under power) from Goole to Leeds and Leeds to Goole. Please contact Jim Thompson, 218
Victoria Avenue, Hull HU5 3DZ (Tel: (0482) 441277). Please send a stamped addressed
envelope with postal enquiries.

All sailings are subject to tide and weather permitting. The Society reserves the right to
cancel any trip on the advice of the Sailing Master of COMRADE.

Sloop AMY HOWSON
Summer Programme 1981
It is with great pleasure that the Society is able to announce that AMY HOWSON will be
under sail again for the first time since the 1920’s. The following programme has been
agreed so far.
30th – 31st May

Sailing for the film for the BBC: ‘The Past Afloat’

17th July (Friday)

Opening of the Humber Bridge

19th July (Sunday)

Open Day at Ferriby Sluice, Richard Baker (BBC) will be
present to sign autographs and open the new exhibition

8th – 9th August

Wakefield

15th – 16th August

National IWA Rally at Leeds

Other sailings are possible and enquiries should be addressed to Rodney Clapson, 16 White
Cross Street, Barton-on-Humber (Tel: (0652) 32108). Passengers will also be very welcome
on the trips by canal from Goole to Wakefield, Wakefield to Leeds and Leeds to Goole.

All sailings are subject to tide and weather permitting. The Society reserves the right to
cancel any trip on the advice of the Sloop Committee.
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HUMBER KEEL AND SLOOP PRESERVATION SOCIETY LTD
Price List
Price
(postage included)
Humber Keels -

A collection of historical documents

£2.20

Greetings Cards -

with colour photograph of COMRADE sailing
on the Fossdyke. 10 cards with envelopes for

£1.20

Christmas Cards Postcards -

Billy Boy Sloop design by Colin Screeton
5 cards with envelopes
Four different views of Keels and Sloops
Set of four

50p
(each)

13p
30p

Keel sail plan

20p

Pairs of lithographed photographs, A4 size, showing Keel and Sloop

35p

Pairs of posters -

19th century advertisements for the sale of
Keels and Billy Boys

30p

Society ties, with Keel motif, in green or maroon

£3.00

‘Old Ships, Boats and Maritime Museums’ by P Sullivan

£1.65

‘Yorkshire Waterways’ by Peter L Smith

£1.15

Canals are Great – an activity book for young people by Peter L Smith

60p

Ethel and Angela Jane – A brief history of Commercial Carrying
On the Calder and Hebble Navigation

60p

Beckside Today – by Mary Ingleby

30p

Colour prints – high quality reproductions of the picture by Henry Wilson
Carmichael, showing Keels on the Brayford Pool at Lincoln, 1858
Five Hull Tragedies – by M E Ulyatt: Union Steam Packet Explosion 1837;
The Whaler Diana’s Dramatic Voyage 1866-7; The Dogger Bank
Incident 1904; The R38 Airship Disaster 1921; The Train Disaster 1927

£3.90

60p

Humber Shipping – by M E Ulyatt and E W Paget-Tomlinson

£2.50

Viking Voyagers – by Alan Binns

£4.40

Tankers Knottingley – by Alan Faukner

£1.05

Hull and East Coast Fishing – by Gordon Pearson
The Humber – by Anthony V Watts

70p
£1.80

Navigable Rivers of East Yorkshire – by B F Duckham

45p

Discovering Craft of Inland Waterways – by D J Smith

95p

Canal Barges and Narrow Boats – by Peter L Smith

70p

Plus a large range of Ladybird books, COMRADE and AMY HOWSON badges, pens, AMY
HOWSON T-shirts, etc.
*********
Available from the Sales Officers, Miss H Darby, 13 Middle Garth Drive, South Cave,
Brough, North Humberside and
Mrs F Harrison, 137 Waterside Road, Barton-on-Humber, South Humberside
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